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Forum Speakers
Pradeep Khosla, Dean of Engineering, Carnegie Mellon University (Host)
Pradeep Khosla is the dean of the College of Engineering and the Philip and Marsha Dowd
University Professor at Carnegie Mellon University. At Carnegie Mellon, he is the founding
director of both CyLab and the Institute for Complex Engineered Systems (ICES).

Dale Dawson, Chairman, ISOKO
Dale Dawson is the founder and CEO of Bridge2Rwanda, an investment banker and
entrepreneur, and a member of Paul Kagame‟s Presidential Advisory Council. The former
head of investment banking at Stephens Inc., he is also partner and National Director at
KPMG and the chair & CEO of TruckPro.
Jay Hein, Managing Director, ISOKO
Jay Hein is the president of Sagamore Institute and the managing director of ISOKO
Institute. He also served as the director of the White House Office of Faith Based and
Community Initiatives under President George W. Bush.

Alain Mortha, Global Operations Director, Office of International Business
Development, State of Pennsylvania

Alain is Director of Global Operations at the Office of International Business Development,
where he manages the office's $14 million budget and oversees contracts with 35
international representatives across 56 countries. Prior to his current position, Alain worked
for the Department of Revenue as an accountant. Additionally, he was a credit analyst at the
Pennsylvania Credit Union Association and a sovereign banking representative.
Andrea Redmond, Author
Andrea Redmond is the personal advisor to Jamie Dimon, the CEO of JPMorgan Chase, an
Allstate board member, and the author of Comebacks. She is also a former Russell
Reynolds executive headhunter for a number of Fortune 500 CEOs and board members.

Dan Vogel, Consultant
Dan Vogel served as Advisor to the CEO of the Rwanda Development Board, a government
unit tasked with fast tracking Rwanda‟s economic progress. Prior to working in Rwanda, he
was a speechwriter for the Department of Health and Human Services Secretary Tommy
Thompson. Additionally, he held various posts in the Bush White House.
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Why Africa?
ISOKO and Carnegie Mellon Explore the New Investment Territory
Lionized as the last investment frontier and one of
the fastest growing economic regions in the world,
Africa is breaking from its tumultuous past. The
African marketplace is increasingly attracting
investor appetites, and for good reason. Numerous
studies affirm that returns on capital in Africa are
higher than in China or India—
often by 65 to 70 percent.1 The
increase
in
Foreign
Direct
Investment (FDI) from $9 billion in
2000 to $62 billion in 2008 shows
that global investors have not only
recognized this opportunity, but are
taking action as well.
Isoko Institute has partnered with
Carnegie Mellon University and
the State of Pennsylvania to
promote private investment in
Africa‟s frontier and emerging
markets at an event entitled “Doing
Business in Africa: The World‟s
Last Great Market.”
This publication serves as a
complement
to
the
day‟s
conversations.
It includes an
analysis of the African market, alongside a number of
vignettes spotlighting actual investors involved on
the continent. For instance, former Alltel CEO Scott
Ford has invested in Rwanda‟s specialty coffee
industry. Former Merill Lynch emerging markets
vice president, Zain Latif, is spearheading a private
equity fund dedicated to social and commercial
returns in Africa. Other big hitters include Procter &
Gamble, Starbucks, Costco, and Barclays.
Africa is becoming a globally competitive economy.
The African market is on the move as investors and
entrepreneurs throw their weight behind the
continent‟s economy to see profit and, more
importantly, the decline of poverty. Ultimately, it is
African reform and African innovation that has
offered the invitation to corporate America.
1

Paul Collier. Now‟s the Time to Invest in Africa.
Harvard Business Review.2009.
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Event Sponsors
Through a generous grant from the State of
Pennsylvania trade office, Carnegie Mellon
University and ISOKO Institute have partnered to
promote private enterprise as a catalyst for economic
development in Africa.
As the world‟s 18th largest economy,
the State of Pennsylvania is a leader
in America‟s international trade. In
2010, the state was home to fifty
Fortune 500 companies, with eight in
Pittsburgh alone. Additionally, it is
nationally
and
internationally
recognized for its leadership in export
promotion. As such, Pennsylvania is
poised to spearhead corporate
America‟s economic involvement on
the continent of Africa.
Headquartered in Kigali, Rwanda,
ISOKO Institute (ISOKO) is
Africa‟s leading free market think
tank, dedicated to promoting private
enterprise solutions to poverty and
building upon Africa‟s free market
economy. The institute‟s portfolio
consists of three interest areas:
 The Marketplace: Promoting foreign and
domestic investment
 Entrepreneurship: Fostering enterprising risk
takers and their ventures
 Leadership/Policy: Advocating a policy
environment ripe for business
ISOKO believes that Rwanda is emerging as the
leading model of economic development in Africa.
As such, ISOKO is promoting Rwanda‟s approach to
establishing a vigorous business climate in Africa at
large.
Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) is a global
research university recognized for its world class arts
and technology programs, collaboration across
disciplines, and innovative leadership in education.
CMU is consistently a top-ranked university and is
one of the fastest growing entrepreneurial institutions
in the US.
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Africa‟s New Marketplace
From Donor Target to Investment Opportunity
By Wesley Cate
For years western business owners have avoided
African markets for fear of instability, corruption,
and conflict. But the winds are changing as favorable
economic trends unearth brilliant opportunities for
investors. 1

In fact, Africa‟s emerging markets are some of the
last unclaimed frontiers, often boasting returns that
are 65 to 70 percent higher than Asian markets.2 To
be sure, the continent still has major obstacles to
overcome and wise investors should not disregard the
many risks. At the same time, they should not
overlook the continent‟s remarkable promise.
With such opportunity, investors would do well to
consider Africa as part of their portfolio. As a largely
unexplored market, Africa presents tremendous
opportunities for strong market leadership and
significant returns—both financial and humanitarian.
Of course, early movers can expect to face challenges
as they navigate such an environment, but
encouragement should be found in the significant
progress being made to lessen risks that have
traditionally deterred foreign investment.

The following sections provide a glimpse into recent
economic trends in Africa‟s emerging and frontier
markets and illustrate why pioneering entrepreneurs
and investors have turned their gaze toward Africa.

A Beacon of Progress
Rwanda, “The Land of a Thousand Hills,” has been
hailed by Foreign Policy as the “world‟s best kept
secret for business.”3 Overcoming incredible odds,
Rwanda is emerging as a leading model for economic
development in Africa. Rwandan President Paul
Kagame‟s commitment to stabilizing Rwanda‟s
politics, developing its economy, and strengthening
its civil society is creating impressive results. In
2009, government-led efforts to improve business
conditions enabled Rwanda to surge 76 spots up the
World Bank‟s Doing Business ranking. Moreover,
this small, landlocked, and densely populated country
has sustained economic growth levels around 7
percent from 1999 to 2009.
Rwanda‟s earnest commitment to market-oriented
political reforms and its recent economic track record
make it a brilliant opportunity for investment. Today,
Rwanda‟s zero-corruption policy and streamlined

1

As a note of caution, all data from the McKinsey
Company and McKinsey Global Institute includes North
Africa.
2
Paul Collier. The Case for Investing in Africa. The
McKinsey Quarterly. 2010.
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Elizabeth Palchik Allen. The World‟s Best-Kept Secret
for Business: Rwanda? Passport: a blog by the editors of
Foreign Policy. 2009.
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business start-up is attracting foreign investment
from large corporations such as Starbucks, Google,
and Costco.

Chicago financier Dan Cooper affirmed the
opportunities in Rwanda when he told Fortune
magazine in 2007,
[Rwanda] is the most „undervalued‟ stock on the
continent and maybe in the world. Here‟s an
African nation that‟s reaching out, not to
governments so much, but to corporate America.
They want to work. They want U.S. business to
bring innovation to their country.4
Yet challenges still remain for Rwanda‟s economic
development, notably in the areas of infrastructure
and human resource development. Nevertheless, as
partnerships between African leaders and American
entrepreneurs expand, Rwanda will continue to rise
to a promising future.

Reforms
Although, Rwanda‟s performance has been
exceptional, similar trends have taken hold in other
places across the continent. Political and economic
stability has increased across the sub-Sahara.
According to economist Paul Collier, Africa‟s
situation began to change in 1995 when,
“macroeconomic reforms tamed inflation and opened
economies to international trade.” 5

Nigeria‟s former finance minister Ngozi OkonjoIweala echoed Collier‟s assessment in a Ted Talk
video, saying that there is a clear upward trend in
governance in 28 African countries and that the
number of civil conflicts has declined from the
1990s, dropping from 12 to three or four. 6
Like Rwanda, Nigeria is emerging as one of Africa‟s
top reformers. Prior to 2003, a single Nigerian
telecom firm was able to develop only 4,500
landlines during its entire existence, but after the
government implemented liberalizing reforms, the
number of GSM landlines jumped to 32 million.
Today, Nigeria‟s telecom market is the second fastest
growing in the world, next to China, and is attracting
$1 billion a year in telecom investments.7
Nigeria has made headway with its fiscal policy as
well. Since 2003 the country has detached its budget
from the volatile oil prices and, as a result, increased
its monetary reserves. In fact, the country was able to
save $27 billion. Moreover, the Nigerians have since
5

Collier 2010.
Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala. Want to help Africa? Do Business
here. Ted Talks. 2007.
7
Okonjo-Iweala 2007.
6

4

Marc Gunther. “Why CEOs love Rwanda.” Forbes.
2007.
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reduced their inflation rate from 28 percent to 11
percent.8
In Rwanda, Kagame has been implementing reforms
driven by his 2020 Vision, a report that targets
government efficiency, human resource development,
infrastructure, private sector, entrepreneurship, and
modernization.9 These reforms have contributed to
Rwanda‟s sustained
economic
growth,
making the country
increasingly
attractive to investor
appetites.

Economic Trends
Every corner of the
world was impacted
by
the
global
recession of 2008-2009, but some regions were hit
harder than others. The entire global economy
reached a low point in 2009 when rates dropped to
-1.9% worldwide. Europe and Central Asia were hit
the hardest with rates contracting -5.8%. The OECD
followed with -3.5%, while Latin America‟s
economy crunched -2%.

Africa not only fared well through the economic
crisis but also currently boasts growth rates above the
global average of nearly 5%, with projected increases
in coming years.
In the 1990s, African governments began to
implement responsible economic policies and
introduce market-geared reforms.10 As a result,
African GDP rose
steadily
before
reaching a climax in
2008, when growth
rates reached an
impressive 5%. The
subsequent
recession
slowed
the
African
economy to 1.7% in
2009. Since then,
global markets have begun to recover, and Africa‟s
growth rates have emerged at near pre-recession
levels. GDP levels continue to rise with projections
headed for 6% growth in the near future, and 10 years
out are expected to top $2.6 trillion.11
Nigeria and South Africa account for 56% of subSaharan Africa‟s GDP and are growing at 7.1% and
3.5% per year respectively.

At the same time, the Asian economies remained
robust at 9.1%, and even sub-Saharan Africa‟s
economy dipped only slightly in 2009. Since, the
global economy is recovering at a rate of 3.3% and is
projected at 3.6% growth in 2012.
8

10

9

11

Okonjo-Iweala 2007.
Ryan Streeter. Prospects for Prosperity: Rwanda and the
entrepreneurial society. Civic Enterprises. 2008.
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Collier 2010.
McKinsey Global Institute. Lions on the Move: The
progress and potential of African economies. 2010.
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Partially fueled by these economic powerhouses,
28% of countries have achieved growth rates at or
above 6%, with 60% holding rates of over 4%.12 SubSaharan Africa‟s top performers include the
Democratic Republic of Congo, Ethiopia, Botswana,
Mozambique, Nigeria, Tanzania, Malawi, Ghana,
Rwanda, Zambia, Uganda, and Seychelles.
Regionally, West Africa has seen the highest growth
rates, at 6.5% followed by East Africa at 6.4%.13
Such robust growth rates remain competitive with
(and in some cases outperform) the BRICs (Brazil,
Russia, India, China).

Investment Opportunities
In a report by the McKinsey Company, “International
capital flows to the continent—FDI, bank lending,
and investor purchases of equity and debt securities
from African issuers—increased from $15 billion in
2000 to $87 billion in 2007. Surpassing both aid and
remittances in scale!”14 The report goes on to say,
“More than 20 African countries received at least
$500 billion each of foreign investment in 2008.
Returns to FDI surpass any other region in the
world.”
It should also be noted that Asia is the only foreign
market ahead of Africa in terms of investor
perceptions. Additionally, Africa is ranked parallel to
Latin American and Eastern Europe for FDI. In 2000,
FDI in all of Africa was at $9 billion but jumped to
$62 billion in 2008 with 2010 levels reaching $84
billion.

Looking forward, economists believe that Africa‟s
growth levels will continue to rise and rival even the
Asian Tigers. However, in order to sustain the growth
rates, Africans will have to continue to build
infrastructure, implement responsible economic
policies, foster political stability, and curb disease as
well as poverty. Nevertheless, Africa‟s recent
economic growth has primed an environment that is
now ripe for business.

12
13

McKinsey 2010.
McKinsey 2010.
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These encouraging numbers should be approached
with some caution, however. Each of Africa‟s
countries “have a unique value proposition—you can
make money; you can lose money,” said Euvin
Naidoo, president of South Africa‟s Chamber of
Commerce.15 Countries spanning the continent offer
varying degrees of risk and opportunity, but three
areas appeal to investors in particular: consumer
markets, resources, and infrastructure.

Consumer Markets
Africa‟s Consumer market is on the move. In fact, it
is growing two or three times faster than OECD
consumer markets. Also, domestic demand
contributed 5.4 percentage points to recent GDP
growth. According to a report by Ernst & Young, 85
million African households earn at least $5,000—the

14
15

McKinsey 2010.
Euvin Naidoo. On Investing in Africa. Ted Talks. 2007.
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Democratic Republic of the Congo, and quotes
Pierre Trouilhat, the regional director for Nestlé in
Kenya, “The potential is huge, but the business also
has to be sustainable. The growth is now there.”19

income threshold for consumptive spending.16
However, macroeconomic figures cannot adequately
account for Africa‟s large informal economy. In
reality, Africans have more discretionary income than
GDP or GDP per capita would indicate. A case in
point is Nigeria‟s telecom market. MTN, a South
African telecom company, was the first to enter
Nigeria‟s telecom market. During a three-year period
the company made $360 million in profit—that is,
$360 million in a poor country with an average
income of $500 per capita.17

Consumer-based industries such as retail, telecom,
and banking present an enormous opportunity for
investors. Already, Africa has more middle class
families than India, and telecom firms have signed up
more than 316 million new users in Africa since
2000.20
Consumer demand will be a key component to
economic stability on the continent as well as an
opportunity for domestic and foreign investment.
The Economist reported that western and local banks
made profits of $2.6 billion in sub-Saharan Africa
during 2009—a number on par with investments in

According to a new report by the African
Development Bank Group, the number of African
middle-class consumers has expanded over the last
decade by 60 percent, to 313 million people—a
number comparable to the middle classes of China
and India.18
A recent article in The Wall Street Journal highlights
investment opportunities in Africa‟s frontier
consumer markets. The article points out that Nestlé
South Africa is opening a new factory in the

India or China. The magazine went on to say that
investments are often limited to medium-sized
businesses, big businesses, and wealthier consumers.

16

Ernst & Young. Growing in Africa. 2011.
Okonjo-Iweala 2007.
18
African Development Bank Group. Middle of the
Pyramid: Dynamics of the middle-class in Africa. 2011.
17
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Peter Wonacott. A new class of consumers grows in
Africa. Wall Street Journal. 2011.
20
McKinsey 2010.
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This is due to the fact that banking has not widely
spread to Africa‟s informal economy and middle
class. However, countries around the world are
placing bets on Africa‟s growing economy. China,
for instance, purchased a 20 percent stake in South
Africa‟s largest bank, Standard Bank.21 Citigroup has
a presence in 12 countries across the continent and
saw a net profit of $300 million. Over all, the
banking sector is growing at 8 percent with
projections on the rise.22 These trends, The Economist
concludes, accentuate that banks are taking Africa
seriously.

Resources
Commodity exports account for a lion‟s share of
Africa‟s collective GDP and thus are critical to
Africa‟s economic well-being, but also present
vulnerabilities. Commodity prices collapsed with the
global economic crisis, with oil dropping by $100 a
barrel.23 Since then, commodity prices have bounced
back to prices higher than before the recession, fueled
largely by Asia‟s growing demand for resources.24
Oil prices have grown 37%, metals 25%, coffee 77%,
and cotton 150%. Moreover, newly discovered
resources in the Democratic Republic of Congo,
Uganda, and Botswana have also boosted revenue.
African economies that rely on one or two primary
resources are especially vulnerable to the volatility of
the global market. Countries rich in oil will benefit
the most in the short term, but the long term may be
characterized by “Dutch disease” if countries don‟t
take care to implement responsible economic policies
to harness the resource wealth and diversify.
Fortunately, growth occurred in countries both with
and without significant resource exports, indicating
that the upward trend may not necessarily be
attributable to a resource boom alone.25
African governments are also implementing
responsible policies around resource extraction to
encourage wider economic benefits. Deals often
require an investment in infrastructure in tandem with
access to resources. The McKinsey Institute provides

an excellent example with De Beers Jewellery. De
Beers signed a deal with Botswana to mine diamonds
but also to build a diamond sorting facility. The
facility ensured that sorting and valuing occurred
domestically. As a result, 3,000 jobs were created.26
Inevitably, the continent will continue to be a major
purveyor of primary resource commodities to the
developing and developed world. Africa holds 60
percent of the world‟s arable, uncultivated land, 40
percent of the world‟s gold caches, and 80-90 percent
of chromium and platinum group metals.
Furthermore, economist Paul Collier suggests that
Africa‟s largely unexplored landscape likely contains
enormous resource reserves. This strength, however,
need not cause worry, as other sectors are also on the
rise.

Infrastructure
Africa‟s consumer markets and resource industry is
growing, but will be limited by infrastructure
constraints. Therefore, infrastructure investment is
key for the public and private sector to sustain
Africa‟s growth levels and diffuse wealth to the most
impoverished areas of the continent.
Infrastructure is critical to attract more investment
and encourage the growth of firms already in
existence. Although the lack of infrastructure makes
Africa‟s transport costs among the highest in the
world, as Euvin Nadoo points out, the deficiency
presents an enormous opportunity for private
investors. To raise Africa‟s GDP growth one
percentage point by 2015, $80 billion in investment is
required, but to date, public and private infrastructure
investment is only at half of that.27 The largest share
of Africa‟s infrastructure investment comes from
African governments, at 65 percent, followed by
private investment, at 25 percent.28 While private
infrastructure investments have tripled, averaging
$19 billion from 2006 to 2008, there is still a great
need for more investment in this sector.29

21

The Economist. Africa‟s Banking Boom. September 16,
2010.
22
McKinsey 2010.
23
Collier 2010.
24
Collier 2010.
25
McKinsey 2010.
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McKinsey 2010.
AfDB. Infrastructure Investment in Africa. 2009.
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McKinsey 2010.
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McKinsey 2010.
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Liberia Getting It Right

Conclusion
The above trends accentuate the optimism
surrounding Africa‟s market. If African leaders take
care to implement responsible policies and attract
foreign investment, Rwanda‟s exceptional story may
foreshadow a bright future for the rest of the
continent.
For today, Africa offers high rates of return and
exciting opportunities for investors, with the future
offering long-term paybacks. And while Africa may
not be the place for conservative investors, returns in
Africa do outweigh the risks. Africa‟s marketplace
not only satisfies investor appetites, but also
increases and distributes much needed capital flows
across the continent. African entrepreneurs and
foreign investors alike will face obstacles alongside
the continent‟s coming prosperity, but investments in
Africa offer returns unlike anywhere else in the
world.

©World Bank/Simone D. McCourtie

Four hundred billion aid dollars have flowed
from the US government to Africa over the past
50 years, but tragic few of them have been spent
well. As Rwandan President Paul Kagame said,
―Obviously somebody’s not getting something
right. Otherwise, you’d have something to show
for your money.‖
Like Rwanda—which has set itself apart for
investing foreign aid in truly productive ways—
Liberia, under the leadership of its president,
Ellen Johnson Sirleaf, is developing a new
paradigm for foreign aid through its newly
established Philanthropy Secretariat, which is
promoting direct citizen investment from the
West as well as remittances from Liberian expats.
ISOKO Research Associate Donald Cassell, a
native of Liberia, presented a case study on the
Secretariat at the 43rd Annual Conference of the
Liberian Studies Association on April 2.

To read this case study please visit:
http://www.sagamoreinstitute.org/mediafiles/liberi
an-philanthropy-secretariat-case-study.pdf.
Wesley Cate is a research assistant for ISOKO
Institute.
An ISOKO Forum at
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“Fast Tracking” Rwanda‟s Development
A View from Inside Paul Kagame’s Government
By Dan Vogel
The black Presidential SUV weaved through the
clean, bustling streets of Kigali, zooming past smartly
dressed schoolchildren, women carrying loads on
their heads, and moto-taxis swarming in and out of
traffic like mosquitoes. Seated in the back seat was
Joe Ritchie, the brilliant and eccentric American
businessman who had recently
been tapped by President Paul
Kagame to lead the new
Rwanda Development Board
(RDB). And I was seated next
to Joe.
Fresh from
Washington, DC, one week
after arriving in Africa, on my
first day on the job as Advisor
to the CEO at RDB. I was
still taking in this remarkable,
surreal new world around me.
It was October 2008 and Joe
and I were on our way to a
meeting with the state
minister of education to
discuss vocational training,
one of Joe‟s favorite subjects.
In between hearing about
Joe‟s education philosophy
and his past exploits (which
read like a character out of an
action movie), he raised the
subject of the World Bank‟s
Doing Business rankings and asked me to call one of
their staffers on the other side of the world named
Justin Yap.
I had never heard of these rankings, but I soon
learned they were a big deal. Every year, the World
Bank ranks countries around the world on their ease
of doing business. These rankings are the definitive
measure for evaluating a country‟s business climate.
In 2008, Rwanda was ranked 143rd out of 181
countries in the world.
Yap, a Singaporean-American, was passionate about
Rwanda‟s potential for improvement. When we
An ISOKO Forum at

spoke, he laid out a straightforward vision: if you
could pass a few big laws and cut red tape in key
places, Rwanda could jump 50 spots in the rankings.
“This could be huge,” Joe declared. We went to
work.
Fast forward one year. Back in the States, seated in a
Duke University computer lab, I
literally whooped out loud with
excitement when I read the news:
Rwanda had jumped 76 spots in
the rankings, exceeding anyone‟s
expectations and making it the
world‟s top reformer for 2009. In
fact, Rwanda‟s leap was the
greatest
yearto-year
improvement that any country had
ever demonstrated.
The story of how the RDB led this
dramatic
improvement
demonstrates the power of a new
institution to affect change—the
role of leaders and personal
relationships in getting things
done—and most importantly, the
promise of this tiny African
nation that is trying, against all
odds, to prove a new development
model to the world.

Rwanda Rising
In the mid-2000s, Rwanda was attracting
considerable attention for the dramatic rebirth it was
experiencing. Rising from the ashes of genocide,
this landlocked country, with few natural resources
and a decimated human capital base, was fast
becoming a place of hope and promise.
At the center of the attention was President Paul
Kagame. Having established a foundation of peace,
security, and reconciliation that set the table for
robust economic growth, Kagame‟s forceful,
principled leadership emphasized zero tolerance for
corruption, national unity, and above all, a strong
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sense of self-reliance.
This unique vision attracted a whole host of
supporters. Tony Blair became an advisor and
committed a team of high-capacity talent to work
inside the Kagame government. Megachurch leader
Rick Warren spoke of Rwanda as the first “purposedriven nation” and joined Kagame‟s
Presidential Advisory Council, or
PAC. Joining Warren on the PAC
was strategy guru Michael Porter
and Alltel‟s Scott Ford, who both
served as economic advisors and
business ambassadors for Rwanda.
The world took notice. A White
House event featured business and
community leaders solving social
problems in Rwanda. Christianity
Today profiled faith leaders driving
forgiveness and reconciliation.
Harvard Business School published
a case study of Rwanda as a new
model of national economic
transformation. And publications
such as Fast Company, Slate, Tech
Crunch, and the New Yorker
chronicled
Rwanda‟s
unique
enterprise-based development strategy.

Like much of life in Africa, the early days of the
RDB were often chaotic, always challenging, and
never boring. Still waiting for a formal office, our
senior management team met in Joe‟s house or
Kigali‟s trendy Bourbon Coffee
Shop to sort out the various
logistics of merging eight different
agencies with more than 600 total
employees. Mission statements and
fact sheets were drafted. All the
while, we worked to take an
incredibly broad vision and make it
actionable and specific.
The
process was messy but exhilarating.
Within a few weeks, we held a
press conference in the basement of
the Serena Hotel and announced the
following:

RDB: “Fast Tracking” Development
Against this backdrop came the RDB. In the spring
of 2008, the PAC wrestled with how to accelerate
Rwanda‟s economic progress. The president was
clearly looking to shake things up.
Obsessed with Singapore, which was consistently
ranked the easiest place in the world to do business,
Kagame decided to create a new institution modeled
after Singapore‟s acclaimed Economic Development
Board, with the goal of injecting a business mentality
into government and creating the conditions for the
private sector to grow, create jobs, and expand
opportunities for all Rwandans. The PAC heartily
endorsed the plan.
When I arrived in the fall of 2008, the law creating
the RDB had just passed the parliament, with the
broad charge to “fast track Rwanda‟s development.”
The massive scope of our work touched everything
affecting the country's economic growth—from ICT
infrastructure and workforce development to
An ISOKO Forum at

attracting private investment and building a better
business climate.

Today, Rwanda is determined to
build a culture of innovation and
entrepreneurship, in which an
expanded private sector can create
jobs and increase opportunities for
all Rwandans. The Rwanda Development Board
(RDB) was created to advance these goals by
making Rwanda a dynamic global hub for
business and investment.
But what did that actually mean? In his trademark
unconventional style, Joe would tell people that
beyond any of our formal responsibilities, RDB had
to be a “nimble hit squad” that would “attack
Rwanda‟s most urgent economic challenges and
opportunities.” He enlisted a team of “Rangers”
outside talent tapped to handle specific priority
issues, such as improving the airport or assisting one
of our “platinum” investors. Joe quickly identified
the Doing Business rankings as one of these top
priorities.

“Doing Business”
Our focus on the rankings was logical, given our
charge to make Rwanda an easier place to do
business and the fact that these metrics were widely
acknowledged on the world stage. An improvement
would be an important stake in the ground for the
new RDB and a critical recognition for a resurgent
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Rwanda.
More importantly, the rankings offered us a
framework to address one of our most significant
challenges, as captured in our stated responsibilities:
To accelerate Rwanda's strategic growth and
development, the RDB will work to create an
attractive, world-class business climate in
Rwanda. This starts with injecting a private-sector
mentality into government, so that government is
more efficient, more productive, and more
responsive to the needs of its citizens and
investment partners.
We had heard the ugly truth from
countless investors about the
challenges that they faced in
conducting day-to-day business.
Rwanda‟s rejection of corruption and
focus on good governance was truly a
game-changing
competitive
advantage relative to many of our
African peers. However, it also
created an environment in which
every civil servant took very
seriously the responsibility to dot
every i and cross every t, then double
check it, then document it several
times with multiple stamps and
signatures, then request consent from
other ministries, then … you get the
idea. The resulting system of stifling red tape made it
mind-numbingly difficult to get anything done.
Fixing this paralysis was a critical goal, and the
Doing Business reforms gave us a pathway to
approach the problem.
Two of Rwanda‟s most promising young leaders,
Francis Gatare and Clare Akamanzi, set up a specific
unit within RDB that was tasked with bringing these
reforms to fruition. To lead the effort, they recruited
the capable Frank Twagire, a lawyer with business
experience. With me serving as a liaison with our
counterparts in Washington, we made a point to
communicate with them every few weeks to seek
their guidance and to stay on track with our game
plan.
The Doing Business rankings measured a wide
variety of factors: how long does it take to start a
business? How difficult is it to buy property? How
complicated is it to import raw materials through
An ISOKO Forum at

customs? How hard is it to hire or fire someone?
And many more metrics.
Sitting at 143rd in the world, the list of needed
reforms could have overwhelmed us. Indeed, this is
why many changes had not happened in the past.
The simple enormity of the task was daunting.
Where to start?
The key breakthrough came from Yap‟s direction to
focus on the few things that could most easily be
accomplished that would also have the greatest
impact on the rankings. Some reforms were easy to
achieve but they would not move the
ranking dial significantly.
Other
process or policy changes would have
huge impact on the rankings, but they
would be extremely difficult to
execute quickly. The sweet spot was
to find those reforms that were both
do-able—we could achieve them
within one year—and high impact—
they would make a big splash on the
rankings. That‟s where we started.
In this process, the World Bank
officials surprisingly proved to be
some of our greatest allies. Some were
based in Rwanda, while others jetted
in periodically from Washington,
Delhi, or Madrid. They loved working
with the team at RDB. It was easy to
understand why, since many of them were jaded from
working in difficult environments where their
guidance fell on deaf ears, or where corruption
sucked the life out of any effort to improve
governance and development.
In Rwanda, they worked with a team of people that
was eager to change and desperate for partnership.
Joe, Clare, and others made it clear that frank input
was welcome. The World Bank team wasn‟t allowed
to tell us exactly what to do, but they could offer
fairly strong guidance, and we welcomed it. Our
Doing Business team became experts at
understanding the Bank‟s ranking methodology.
At the same time, RDB and the minister of trade and
industry hosted regular meetings of a steering
committee where senior leaders from across the
government reported on their progress in completing
various reforms. Now, in my years in government,
I‟ve sat in on plenty of “steering committees” that
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produced much talk and little action. In this case, the
committee was a forum for accountability, and things
were getting done.

bureaucracy, and enable markets to operate freely.

Several of the big laws had already been drafted—
they had not just been prioritized and pushed through
the parliament. At Joe‟s request, the prime minister
took the lead in driving them to pass the legislation. I
sat in on several all-day working sessions led by the
minister of labor, where we refined details of our new
Labor Code. Every law had to be passed by the
parliament and formally “gazetted.” In addition, they
couldn‟t just exist on paper; they actually had to be
implemented. And the Bank didn‟t take our word for
it. They measured each process by talking with
private business leaders. So part of our challenge
was communicating the changes so that everyone was
aware of new laws and processes.

The 2009 Doing Business improvements were an
important first step toward fulfilling this mission.
And they were followed up the next year with
another double-digit advance, making Rwanda the #2
reformer in the world for 2010. Now ranked 58th in
the world, Rwanda is the 2nd best business
environment in all of Africa and the 2nd best
environment of any low-income country in the world.
According to these rankings, it is easier to do
business in Rwanda than in Brazil, Russia, India or
China.

That spring was a race against the May 31 deadline,
when everything had to be completed in order to
count toward the 2009 rankings. By that day, we had
completed all of the reforms that had been set out at
the beginning of the year, and everyone was feeling
hopeful about a big jump. However, no one had
anticipated that the improvements would be as
dramatic as they turned out to be, when the news
broke in September: Rwanda was named the 2009
top reformer in the Doing Business report. Receiving
the title was a truly gratifying and proud moment for
all who were involved.
Looking back now, I realize that the process wasn‟t
particularly complicated. Once we settled on a basic
strategy, RDB simply laid out a few clear goals,
developed a plan and timeline for achieving those
goals, and held people accountable for executing. It
worked because people across the government were
committed to getting these reforms done. And this
happened because Joe, Clare, and Frank succeeded in
rallying other key leaders to the cause and in
generously sharing the credit. It was a testament to
the power of personal leadership—and of course, to
the effective institution that could quarterback such
an effort.

Looking Forward: From Promise to Results
RDB will drive policy, legal and regulatory reforms
to reduce the cost of business, streamline
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That‟s what we promised in my first draft of RDB‟s
“Core Responsibilities” document.

Still, Rwanda has not been transformed overnight.
Much red tape remains. The RDB as an organization
has struggled with disorganization and politics and
has disappointed some who hoped it would bring
about dramatic changes more quickly.
Perhaps more importantly, Rwanda‟s economic
fundamentals have not changed.
Management
capacity remains greatly limited. The cost of
transportation and electricity is daunting. Resources
and infrastructure are scarce. And the government
still manages too much economic activity that should
be privatized. As one friend working in the country
recently told me, “It‟s easy to do business in Rwanda.
It‟s hard to make money.”
I hear these complaints, and they ring true. Yet none
take away from the truly remarkable progress that has
been achieved in recent years. The formation of the
RDB and its success in implementing these reforms
is further proof that something special and
compelling is happening in Rwanda.
When I lived in Rwanda, for every day that I was
frustrated and overwhelmed by the development
hurdles and cultural barriers, there was always
another when I was inspired by the possibilities that
lay before this promising country.
The patient, persistent investor now faces the same
opportunity. Not only to make money in a unique
business environment, but to participate in and bear
witness to a market-driven transformation that has the
potential to improve the lives of millions.
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Rwanda‟s Center of Excellence
The Silicon Valley of East Africa?
By Mark Darrough
Until the Second World War the Santa Clara Valley
of northern California was a fruit-based economy.
When the war ended, soldiers returned to a job
market unable to satisfy them. Driven by the desire to
fulfill that need, a professor at nearby Stanford
University decided to establish the world‟s first
university-owned industrial park.

recommendations; and Maasai farmers used mobile
banking software to sell their cattle.
At the Connect Africa Summit in 2007, various heads
of state and development agencies called for
resolutions to interconnect all major African cities
and establish five ICT “centers of excellence” in each
of Africa‟s sub-regions. Each center would be
dedicated to scientific research and technological
innovation, vital components for Africa‟s integration
into the global economy.
The patron of the summit,
Rwandan President Paul
Kagame, saw his country
as an ideal staging ground
for such a project.

Designed as a job incubation center for graduating
students, the industrial park emerged as an economic
engine for America‟s
burgeoning West. Driven
by the valley‟s most
influential invention, the
silicon chip, endless rows
of orchards were quickly
supplanted by a powerful
Three key players emerged
collection of the world‟s
as the driving force behind
leading tech firms. As a
Rwanda‟s
Center
of
result, Stanford‟s onExcellence (CoE). The
campus technology park
first was Rwanda‟s ICTeventually became the
focused
government.
aptly named Silicon
Through key economic
Valley—the
world‟s
initiatives like Vision 2020
premiere hub of highand
NICI
(National
tech innovation and Mike Hughes (center), the Rwandan government advisor in Science, Research
Information
and
& Technology and a key figure in the government's role with the Center of
development.
Communication
Excellence. Beside him are two officials from the African Development Bank.
While Africa largely
Infrastructure),
the
missed the ensuing technology wave that transformed
government had laid the grounds to first attract such a
business in the developed world, it finally gathered
project and, more importantly, follow through with it.
some momentum of its own. Near the turn of the
Furthermore, it had rebuilt the economy after the
millennium African governments began opening
1994 genocide on the notion that, as an agriculturally
telecommunication markets to local and foreign
dependent landlocked country with little natural
investors. Undersea cables from Europe reached the
resources, Rwanda‟s most pragmatic ambition was to
port cities of West Africa in 2001, and by 2009 the
become the knowledge hub of East Africa. A
entire continent was surrounded by a global
commitment to this goal was evident in the
broadband fiber optic network. The resulting
government‟s focus on science and technology
widespread connectivity contributed to the highest
education, privatization of its telecom industry, and
mobile phone growth in the world, growth that was
deployment of massive infrastructure projects (such
tailored for the African consumer. Fishermen used eas the 2,300km fiber optic “backbone” circling the
Market tools to determine where their catch could get
country‟s perimeter).
the highest price; rural nurses used mobile health
Rwanda‟s economic development and political
technology
to
receive
instant
treatment
commitment pointed towards the project‟s feasibility,
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but serious funding was needed to attract an
international university that could manage the
academic core of the CoE. Behind the resolution of
the 2007 Summit was the African Development Bank
(AfDB), which had conducted a market analysis
underlining an enormous gap in human capital and
the growing demands of Africa‟s ICT industry.
The AfDB believed these regional ICT centers would
be pivotal in closing the gap, and that the resulting
pools of ICT professionals would help meet the
growing needs of an information-driven market. The
AfDB also believed Rwanda‟s development agenda
to be parallel with its own. After two years of
reviewing the project proposal, on April 8, 2011, a
$13-million contract was signed to finance the
construction and equipping of Rwanda‟s CoE.
Meanwhile a third player had emerged as the nucleus
of the entire project, and it
happened to be a world leader
in
technology
education.
Among those at the 2007
Summit was Pradeep Khosla,
Dean of Carnegie Mellon
University‟s
College
of
Engineering.
Khosla
was
impressed by Rwanda‟s remarkable growth since the
genocide and its political commitment to open the
economy, but what impressed him most was the
country‟s focus on information technology.
Rwanda in turn saw Carnegie Mellon as the optimal
partner to carry out the vision of the CoE. A
memorandum of understanding was signed between
the two in January of 2008, and a tripartite agreement
in July included the AfDB.
In January of 2010, CMU hosted the Rwanda
Economic Development Forum in Washington, DC.
Thirty leaders in education, economics, and
technology were brought together to examine how
the CoE could become an engine for economic
development in East Africa. Three of those present
were Stanford University, IBM, and Cisco Systems—
some of the original pioneers of Silicon Valley. They
discussed the ideology of university-industry
collaboration—of the incredible growth that is
achieved when skills development, industry demands,
and job placement are all aligned.
It‟s difficult to overlook the potential significance of
Carnegie Mellon‟s presence in the heart of Africa.
An ISOKO Forum at

Stanford once transformed a valley of fruit into the
epicenter of the information technology revolution.
Could CMU play a similar role for a country of
subsistence farmers, and for a continent on the brink
of its own technological metamorphosis?
Mark Darrough is a staff writer and research coordinator
for ISOKO Institute.
Top African Recipient Countries of
Pennsylvania Exports
Country

Annual Exports
($USD) 2010

Republic Of
South Africa

261,603,879. 00

Egypt

72,742, 292.00

Nigeria

42,052, 585.00

Algeria

30,453, 828.00

Morocco

20,220, 673.00

Ghana

18,134, 967.00

Ethiopia

12,903, 456.00

Libya

12,161, 288.00

Liberia

11,780, 464.00

Lesotho

10,426, 923.00

Angola

7,902,555.00

Benin

7,480,117.00

Kenya

5,760,791.00

Sierra Leone

5,330,983.00

Total PA
exports to
Africa

571,632,203. 00

Source: WISERTrade State NAICS Database
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An American Dream for Africa
Scott Ford and the Rwanda Trading Company
By Mark Darrough

Moments before the interview, I stared out at the lights of Kigali, at the line of lamp posts snaking around
the valley toward the skyscrapers on the next hill. I wondered how the darkness must have felt only years
before, and why this was all changing. Soon a voice answered on the other end of the line—a voice
carried through a hair-thin wire on the ocean floor, brought hundreds of miles into the heart of Africa. I
asked him, ―What brought you—Scott Ford, the golden boy of Alltel’s $28 billion buyout—to Rwanda?‖
The story starts on the old county roads of Arkansas.
Witt Stephens was selling silver belt buckles out
West when the Great Depression brought him home
to Little Rock. The government‟s treasury had been
emptied and highway bonds were in
default. Sensing an opportunity,
Witt purchased $15,000 worth of
the cheap bonds in confidence that
Roosevelt‟s New Deal would
redeem them. His gamble paid off.
By 1946 Witt had investments all
over the state. But it was the arrival
of his younger brother Jack and
their handshake agreement to create
Stephens Inc. that turned Witt‟s
network into an empire.
According to a 1990 article in Scott Ford
Fortune Magazine, “Jack led the
deal-doing that built Witt‟s first millions into a
billion-dollar hoard.”
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While his older brother became a sort of political
kingmaker in Arkansas, Jack‟s influence began
extending to New York and Washington. By the time
that the 24-year-old Scott Ford joined the firm in
1986 after a hunting trip with Jack,
Stephens Inc. had become the
largest investment bank off Wall
Street.
Scott worked as Jack‟s right-hand
man for the next decade, quickly
earning a reputation as a relentless
acquisitions phenom. In 1996 Jack
decided to pawn off his talented
protégé to one of the firm‟s biggest
clients: Alltel Corporation, a rural
telecommunications
provider
headed by Scott‟s father, Joe Ford.
That same year, the U.S. government had liberalized
the telecommunications industry, and Joe needed the
acquisitions acumen of his son to expand his
company at such a pivotal juncture.
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Fighting off skeptics who labeled his arrival a
nepotistic handout, Scott quickly began showing the
substance of Jack and Joe‟s intuition. Appointed
president in 1997, Scott spent $12 billion buying out
smaller competitors before his promotion to CEO in
2002; guided the company through a near industry
collapse while producing soaring profits; and by 2007
had transformed Alltel from a regional player into the
nation‟s fifth largest wireless carrier. Then Verizon
Wireless came knocking in 2007. Scott responded by
spearheading a two-year, $28 billion leveraged
buyout that made Verizon the largest cell phone
provider in the nation.

The Three Freedoms of Western Civilization
On a cool Rwandan summer night
three years earlier, the successful
American executive found himself
in a conversation with President
Paul Kagame—the man who had led
Rwanda out of the 1994 genocide
and was now ushering the country
into an era of economic growth. The
two men discussed the tragic history
of Africa: how the West‟s aid and
paternal guidance had handicapped
the economic spirit of its people.
But they also discussed the three
freedoms of Western civilization—
spiritual, political, and economic—
and how each had caused the West
to prosper.
“Those three freedoms are what
Western civilization has descended
and prospered from for the last
2,500 years,” Scott recalled. “Where
they exist, they‟re self-perpetuating
and self-propagating. Where one of
them is absent, the other two
eventually let go.”

men bonded over a shared belief in the capitalistic
market.
As a result, Scott became increasingly involved with
the “Friends of Rwanda” network, a small circle of
US businessmen dedicated to Rwanda‟s development
and headed by Dale Dawson, Scott‟s former boss at
Stephens Inc.
Meanwhile, as the Verizon deal dragged on, Scott
became a kind of aide de camp for the Rwandan
government, reviewing government contracts with
western companies, joining Kagame‟s PAC, and
working on a model to broaden the country‟s meager
power grid. Meanwhile he became convinced that his
most valuable contribution would be to directly
invest by building a successful
private company, and to do so
in an industry significant
enough to demonstrate social
change
and
economic
profitability.

Rwanda Trading Co.

After the Verizon buyout was

finalized in January 2009, Scott
came to that spring‟s PAC
meeting with a due diligence
team to find an investment
opportunity with the most
leverage. The team considered
several industries, including tea,
tourism and banking; however,
they found the most opportunity
in the coffee export market. The
reasons were more economic
than social: coffee was a core
business in Rwanda and the
Employees at the dry mill prepare bags of green
second largest dollar-traded
coffee beans for shipment to Europe and America.
commodity in the world. It was
a liquid market with a global demand, and there were
only two well-capitalized players in a capitalintensive industry.
Both men agreed that private, profit-driven enterprise
was the only vehicle to achieve economic freedom.
Recent shifts in the industry also pointed to coffee as
The long-held theory that charity was the solution to
a successful investment. Rwanda was historically
Africa‟s problems was enthusiastically dismissed.
known to produce mediocre grade coffee that
Now was the time to create a sustainable, competitive
attracted little international attention. Although the
economic environment, and President Kagame saw
unprocessed cherries were some of the finest in the
Scott as a key player in achieving this goal. Before
world, the market was tightly controlled by the
leaving the president‟s compound that night, the two
government and mired in a “low quality/low
An ISOKO Forum at
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quantity” trap.1 After the genocide, President
Kagame liberalized the industry, removing trade
barriers, creating incentives to invest in coffee
production, and facilitating entrepreneurship among
small plot farmers. By Scott‟s arrival in the country,
Rwandan coffee had earned a reputation as a highquality product that consumers were willing to
purchase at premium cost.

The economic incentives of an export company went
hand in hand with Scott‟s social motivations: coffee
affected more lives than any other export (over
500,000 smallholder farmers produced Rwanda‟s
coffee crop), and a successful, socially responsible
buyer would increase their revenues substantially.
Scott also aimed to create a strong business model
favoring foreign investors and African entrepreneurs.

Scott and his new on-the-ground management team
negotiated the purchase of the old government-owned
export factory in Kigali, renaming it the Rwanda
Trading Company (RTC). Later that year, he and his
father bought and renovated a 56,000-square-foot
roasting facility in Little Rock to provide their
customers with a vertically integrated coffee supply
chain. They also invested heavily in their Rwandan
suppliers, financing farmers throughout the harvest
season with low rates and providing capital
improvements for local washing stations (“wet mills”
that aggregate smallholders‟ cherry beans, wash
them, and process them to parchment before being
brought to the RTC dry mill). The result of these
downstream investments was trust—by increasing the
profitability and efficiency of the producers, the
supply chain became more consistent; and with a
consistently high-quality supply of beans, customers
knew what they were buying.
Scott‟s employees at the plant were paid 25-30
percent premiums over the local labor market, and his
Rwandan managers were trained in everything from
supply chain management to financial analysis. He
valued long-term productivity over short-term gains,
a doctrine that had earlier pushed Alltel into the Wall
Street limelight.

Underlying all of his incentives, however, was the
government‟s provision of a legal framework that its
neighbors did not offer:
We looked around at several other countries, but the
reason we‟re doing business in Rwanda is this: at the
end of the day, I can obey all of their laws and all of
their customs and be in full compliance of U.S. laws.
Rwanda has a set of laws that they enforce, and if
they come against a problem, they fix it. When
Rwanda shows that it‟s actually attracting capital by
being honest, then others will start saying, “Maybe
we ought to try that approach.”
1

Boudreaux: Rwandan farmers were producing and
selling low quality coffee at a low price. With little sales
revenue they lacked the capital to invest in improvements.
The quality of their beans remained low, hence the trap.
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Within two years RTC had grabbed roughly 20
percent of Rwanda‟s coffee export market, a
testament to the transformation of a debt-ridden
government factory into a robust private enterprise.
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And it had raised the prices for the country‟s hardworking coffee farmers at the same time. This was a
product of the RTC‟s successful entrance into US and
European markets, thus improving the industry‟s
brand as high-quality, Arabica coffee.
“You have to aggressively manage that which you
can,” Scott said. “You have to be patient with the
people you‟re dealing with. And if you teach people
how to make a profit, then they become free.”
Scott learned the American dream from industry
titans like Jack Stephens and his father. He found his
own success by aggressively pursuing it, then
brought his ideas to a country that grew brighter with
their arrival. He is the new icon of the African
developer—the businessman who invests in a
sustainable model and the teacher who trains for a
profit and pushes his students toward economic
liberty.
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Pioneers of Prosperity

President Mwai Kibaki of Kenya, President Paul Kagame of Rwanda,
and author Michael Fairbanks at Pioneers of Prosperity event.

Legatum Pioneers of Prosperity is an awards
program that showcases best practices of small
and medium-sized enterprises in emerging
markets. Winners of the award receive $100,000 to
invest in capacity building for their firm. Michael
Fairbanks, co-founder of SEVEN Fund, is an
instrumental partner in Pioneers of Prosperity’s
vision.
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A Marriage of Returns
A Q&A with Zain Latif, TLG Capital
By Mark Darrough
At 19, Zain Latif graduated from Cass Business School, London, with a master’s in finance. While working
for HSBC in London, he spearheaded an effort to bring Nigeria’s first bank to the international market. At
23, he became vice president of emerging markets at Merrill Lynch and quickly engineered a number of
groundbreaking deals in sub-Saharan Africa (SSA). He then joined Goldman Sachs as executive director,
leading the bank’s focus on sub-Saharan Africa. In 2009, Latif founded TLG Capital – a private equity fund
dedicated to the idea that commercial and social returns go hand in hand in frontier markets.
ISOKO’s Mark Darrough sat down with Latif in Kampala, Uganda, where he was attending the
inauguration of TLG’s newest project: Vero Food Industries Limited (VFL), a producer of mineral water and
rice.
Explain your initial involvement in African
markets and the creation of TLG Capital.
My initial involvement in SSA came about five to six
years ago. I was at HSBC at the time, and there was
this great opportunity in SSA where investors were
looking for higher-yielding assets. Through my work
at HSBC and later at Merrill Lynch and Goldman
Sachs, I became quite successful in bringing largescale African corporations to these western capital
markets.
But
such
capital-heavy banks are
focused on the top-tier
segment of the market.
They‟re focusing on
those companies or
sovereigns that can
actually absorb over
$100
million
of
financing.
Now, if you take away
Nigeria, and possibly
Kenya and Ghana (if
you‟re really stretching
it), there are very few businesses in SSA [excluding
South Africa] that can sustain that sort of capital.
And if you take out traditional sectors like oil and
gas, mining, and infrastructure, you find very few
opportunities in the more mainstream consumerdriven industries. I think this is a very lucrative space
in these markets. And that was how TLG was born.
TLG was born of the idea that there is a whole
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segment of consumer-driven industries that has not
been able to attract the necessary level of capital,
despite an overwhelming demand that I believe
exists.
What has created this demand for investment
in consumer-driven markets?
It goes down to the perception issue. When people
think of measurements of wealth, or when they think
about how rich a country is or how big the middle
class is, they look at a
very oft-used statistic
called GDP per capita.
GDP per capita is not an
accurate measure of
wealth in Africa. Look
at Ghana, which is a
leading economy in
West Africa. Ninety
percent of Ghana‟s
workforce is in the
informal economy. And
in Uganda, less than
five percent of the
people have a bank account. So you have a situation
where all the informal activity of a nation simply
isn‟t captured in those official figures. Therefore, if a
country has a GDP per capita of $500 per year, you
have a feeling that they won‟t be able to afford many
of the consumer products that we in the West take for
granted.
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Now let‟s take a look at something that is very
fascinating: the telecom revolution. In 1995, Africa
had fewer mobile phones than New York City.
Fifteen years later, the continent had as many phones
as North America. This incredible, world-leading
growth came from a population that many thought
could not afford mobile phones. In a place like
Nigeria, for instance, a low GDP per capita says that
Nigerians can‟t afford mobile phones. Yet there are
over 60 million mobile subscribers in Nigeria.
Obviously something doesn‟t add up.
So our philosophy is that there is a huge demand for
consumer-driven
industries—like
information
technology, health care, water bottling, and agroprocessing. But the demand exists only if you can
provide the right price and the right quality—the two
strategies that made the telecom industry so
successful.
How do you compare the rewards of Africa to
the rewards of more advanced emerging
markets, like India and China?
In India and China you‟re paying for the growth that
has already taken place. Most Chinese and Indian
companies are already valued with this growth in
mind. So when you look at places like Uganda,
Tanzania, and Rwanda, the valuations are far lower
simply because there‟s not that much access to
capital. At this early stage of the game, your ability to
go in and determine the valuation is that much
higher. Your ability to go in and say, “This is what
we want to do, this is how we want to do it,” is much
more flexible.
The opportunity, therefore, to get better deals—just
on a valuation basis—is simply incomparable to
places like India and China. So it depends on the risk
side of an investor. In our view we feel that the risks,
especially when compared to India and China, are
vastly overstated in Africa. We feel that there are
businesses here that are also much simpler to employ.
What are these risks, and how can investors
mitigate them?
Of course there are challenges in Africa, much as
there are in other emerging markets. The very
definition of an emerging market says that its
commercial risks are equal to its political and
stability risks. And that‟s what makes it different to
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more developed markets like Europe and the U.S.
But you can learn to mitigate those risks using tools
that are widely available, tools like the World Bank‟s
MIGA risk guarantee. If you do experience some sort
of political instability, where the government decides
to nationalize your assets or does something that is
non-contractual, MIGA gives you the ability to
recover your investment.
What‟s fascinating is that in the past 25 years, the
World Bank has only paid out on these guarantees
five times. So people need to understand that the
reality of these markets differs from what is
portrayed by the international media. There are very
real risks here, but there are also ways in which you
can mitigate those risks. And that‟s what we try to
do, and that‟s what I think is going to be a winning
philosophy going forward in these markets.
Reports like Lions on the Move (McKinsey
Global Institute) are showing that SSA has
experienced unheralded growth in the past
decade. Investors now have the choice of
getting in while there are opportunities for
high returns. How do you speak to such
investors, especially at such a crucial stage of
the game?
When you look at the macroeconomic situation of a
place like Uganda, where $2 billion worth of oil [was
recently discovered], you must recognize the
increasing interest that will occur over the next 5 to
10 years. With all the proceeds that will come into
the country and have a trickle-down effect into
various sectors, it‟s going to become much more
difficult for an investor to be involved.
So the ability to come in now—to understand the
situation, to build those relationships, to figure out
where one wants to play in the various sectors that
are open to an investor—is critical. And for us, that‟s
a decision we‟ve made, that we‟re going to enjoy first
mover‟s advantage. And we‟re going to build our
relationships here, so that down the line, the people,
the countries and the governments will appreciate the
fact that we were with them from the beginning. And
that to us is very important.
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How does this relate to overall global
economic impact?
We‟re in this to see strong development. The ability
to impact people‟s lives here, with the amount of
capital that we‟re employing, is incredible. Our
ability to give people an avenue for job creation and
prosperity, through the private sector, is vitally
important. What is happening right now is when a
person graduates from college, their best choice is to
work for the government. They feel that‟s where they
can have job security, where they can probably get
their best monetary returns. And that needs to
change. That will only change when there is enough
capital to build up dynamic, driven, and sustainable
businesses. For us, and for people who want to see
development in Africa, this is where you start.

ignored, and why investment in consumer-driven
industries should be considered the surest way to
ensure prosperity. Not just for the community or the
country or the region, but for the entire world.

The pharmaceutical plant that we‟ve helped finance
in Uganda, the Quality Chemicals plant, employs
over a thousand people, both directly and indirectly.
That sort of job creation gives people an income,
gives them a chance to climb up the ladder, and is
something that I‟m very proud of. That to me is
another very important reason why Africa cannot be

The Bradley Commission on Africa—a joint effort
between Sagamore Institute and the Lynde and Harry
Bradley Foundation—is working to mobilize African and
American leaders to promote best practices in relief and
development. The commission’s portfolio showcases
private sector relief efforts, market-driven development
solutions, dynamic healthcare innovations, and sensible
global security policy.
Visit BradleyAfrica.org and discover the promise of Africa.
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Case Study: A Fortune 500 Company Finds Consumers in Africa
Procter & Gamble—World’s Largest Consumer Products Company—Shifts Focus
to Emerging Markets
By Mark Darrough

Ariel sold alongside its competition at a supermarket in Kigali, Rwanda.

Traditionally, Procter & Gamble sold its huge array
of consumer products to US and European markets.
However, when the recent global recession stalled
growth rates and lowered consumer demand in
developed countries, P&G shifted its global strategy
towards emerging markets. In South America, India,
Russia, and Africa, hundreds of millions of untapped
consumers represented a new frontier for P&G to
maintain its ambitious growth targets.
CEO Bob McDonald plans to double sales,
looks to emerging markets
When Bob McDonald became CEO of the 172-yearold company in 2009, he said, “We‟re going to focus
even more on winning with consumers in emerging
markets … There‟s no question that the basic
demographics are going to take the center of gravity
of our business to Asia, to Africa—where the people
are, where the babies are being born.” Even amid a
worsening performance in its traditional markets,
P&G announced “the most ambitious expansion plan
in company history”—to add 1 billion new
consumers by 2015, and double its sales ($80 billion
in 2009) over the next 15 years.
 P&G readjusted its strategy to sell new products
to new, lower-income consumers:
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o By using “reverse engineering” to first
research what consumers could afford, then
adjusting the features and manufacturing
processes to meet pricing targets;
o Producing smaller package sizes to make its
products more affordable;
o And investing heavily in R&D to understand
a new type of consumer—the low-income,
high frequency shopper.
 P&G‟s emerging market sales were already on
the rise. In 2004, emerging markets accounted
for $13 billion of its annual sales. By 2009 that
number had risen to $27 billion (34 percent of
annual sales). P&G forecasted that by 2020, half
of its revenue would come from these markets.
P&G targets Africa‟s „low-hanging fruit‟ first
before introducing competitive products
Although a dominant leader in its developed markets,
P&G has lagged behind its European competitor,
Unilever, in emerging market sales. More than half of
Unilever‟s sales come from emerging markets. To
compete in markets like Africa, P&G Global Vice
Chair Dimitri Panayotopoulos says it will first target
“low-hanging fruit”—that is, it will introduce
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products in categories that its competitors don‟t
dominate before bringing in competing products.
 P&G has also adapted its core strategies to tap
the unique potential of a growing African market.
o The continent‟s middle class is growing (an
African Development Bank study found 1 in
3 Africans to be middle income). These
increasingly wealthy consumers are the
center of P&G‟s sales strategy.
o P&G also targets the aspiring middle class
(i.e. the millions migrating to African cities)
by combining street-level marketing, public
health education, and word-of-mouth
promoting.
o The products are developed according to the
African environment. Ariel detergent, for
instance, is designed to lather quickly and
cuts out one step of the washing process.
This is a necessity for consumers with
meager water supplies.
 Through health education, P&G is not only
improving the lives of the people, but also giving
their consumers the necessary knowledge to use
its products.
o Always sanitary pads are solving a critical
problem found in Africa: girls skipping
school while on their periods. P&G‟s
Protecting Futures program demonstrates the
superior protection (especially in relation to
commonly used rags and camel‟s skin) of the
Always brand while providing puberty and
menstrual hygiene education.
o Pampers diapers provide the dryness crucial
for a baby‟s health and development. P&G‟s
hospital programs and mobile clinics
demonstrate the superiority of Pampers in
keeping babies dry through the night while
educating mothers about infant health.
P&G focuses operations in three key regions
Plants and distribution points in East, West and South
Africa currently represent the core focus of P&G‟s
African operations. Strategies are fine-tuned for a
different set of challenges and opportunities in each
region.
 The $50 million Kempton Park Plant in South
Africa epitomizes P&G‟s „low-hanging fruit‟
strategy. P&G originally entered South Africa
An ISOKO Forum at

with hair, beauty and hygiene products because
Unilever had already dominated the laundry
detergent market. The new plant will expand its
market share in the same way. Along with
Pampers diapers (which has a 40 percent share
of SA‟s market), it will also manufacture
products in categories that competitors have yet
to capture.
 The Nigeria plant is located 75 miles from the
one of the world‟s fastest growing cities, Lagos,
and serves as the hub for P&G‟s West African
expansion. Oil-rich Nigeria is one of the most
developed economies of Africa. A second plant
is being planned in order to supply the demands
of a ballooning middle class, both in the country
and the region.
P&G launched a fighter brand in the detergents
segment in 2010, Ariel, signaling its intention to
capitalize on the region‟s growth opportunity. East
Africa‟s forecasted 2011 growth rates range from 7 to
15 percent, a powerful reason to compete with
Unilever‟s established Omo line of detergents. More
than 300 additional brands are sold through a
network of 54 distributors.
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Global Attention on Africa‟s Growing Markets
By Wesley Cate
Previously considered a primary destination for
foreign aid dollars, Africa is now a magnet for
investment capital. A growing GDP and expanding
consumer market have attracted investors from
Beijing to Wall Street. Now some of the world‟s top
media outlets and forums are bringing muchdeserved attention to the continent.

CNN‟s Marketplace Africa
In 2010, CNN International launched a new program
exhibiting the international and domestic dynamics of
Africa‟s marketplace. Each week, the program hosts
pioneers in Africa‟s commercial landscape.
According to Africa Business Source, “Marketplace
Africa extends CNN International‟s existing
programming focused on Africa, including African
Voices and Inside Africa.” CNN‟s extensive coverage
on Africa mirrors the global media‟s increased
attention toward the continent‟s economic prospects
and opportunities. Major networks such as BBC,
CNBC, MSNBC, and Bloomberg have expanded
their coverage as well.
CNN‟s
Marketplace
Africa
has
featured
entrepreneurs such as Rwanda‟s Sina Gerard whose
chili sauce recipe launched him from street vendor to
millionaire. Global investment is highlighted as well.
The show‟s host, Robyn Curnow, interviewed Ernst
& Young‟s Africa CEO about investors‟ increasingly
optimistic perceptions of the region.
African reform and innovation has attracted bighitters from around the world and the media will help
increase attention from potential investors as well as
serve as a mechanism of accountability. Still more,
networks like CNN will be the eyepiece as the world
watches Africa rise.

Marketplace Africa airs at 10:45 p.m. on
Fridays on CNN. For web features, visit
http://edition.cnn.com/CNNI/Programs/marke
tplace.africa/
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World Economic Forum on Africa 2011
Every year, world leaders make their way to the
Swiss Alps for the World Economic Forum in Davos,
Switzerland. The forum hosts heads of state and
leading thinkers to discuss solutions to major global
issues.
In May 2011, the World Economic Forum hosted the
fourth African conference in Cape Town, South
Africa. The event, entitled From Vision to Action:
Africa’s Next Chapter, featured prominent figures
such as Zimbabwean Prime Minister Morgan
Tsvangirai, South African President Jacob Zuma, and
former UN Secretary General Kofi Annan. After a
plenary session, focus groups covered topics that
included:
●
●
●

The necessity of government, business, and
civil society in economic development
Africa‟s growing “South-South” trade
relationship
The stabilization of democracy in Africa

Tanzania‟s president Jakaya M. Kikwete spoke on his
country‟s approach to development, “The innovative
partnerships that we have created address one
particular problem we face—how to transform
Tanzanian agriculture, which is predominantly
subsistence and marked by low productivity.”
With 60 percent of the world‟s uncultivated, arable
farmland and a sizable population reliant on
subsistence farming, agriculture was a major issue.
Kofi Annan said, “Our vision is not just to help
farmers to feed themselves but also to feed the
markets so Africa can become part of the global food
security system. This is not a pipe dream.”
Leaders agreed that, to accomplish these goals,
partnerships between public, private, and social
sectors must be front and center in development
strategy.
The presence of the World Economic Forum on
African soil is a huge boon to a continent that has
been marginalized in the past. This forum marks a
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shift in Africa‟s trajectory, favoring African built
market solutions over aid-heavy methods.

●

Barclays Bank invested $500 million and
Standard Chartered invested $140 million in
Nigeria‟s banking system.

For videos and summaries visit:
http://www.weforum.org/events/worldeconomic-forum-africa-2011

●

“The best way to help Africans today is to
help them stand on their feet. And the best
way to do that is by helping create jobs,”
Okonjo-Iweala said.

●

The first company to enter Nigeria‟s telecom
market was MTN of South Africa. During a
three-year period, the company made $360
million in profit per year—in a poor country,
with an average income under $500 per
capita.

Ted Talks Global
In June 2007, Ted Talks held its first conference in
Africa. Hosted in Tanzania, the event featured leaders
on the cutting edge of development thinking. These
are some of the highlights from that event.

On Patient Capitalism
Jacqeline Novogratz, founder and CEO of Acumen
Fund
●

●

●

On Investing in Africa
Euvin Naidoo, president of South Africa’s Chamber
of Commerce

She offered three lessons: dignity is more
important to the human spirit than wealth;
traditional charity and aid are never going to
solve the problem of poverty; and markets
alone are also not going to solve the problem
of poverty.
She started Acumen Fund, a non-profit
venture capital fund for the poor. It raises
funds from individuals, foundations, and
corporations, and reinvests equity and loans
in for-profit and non-profit entities that offer
health, housing, and clean water to lowincome families in Africa and South Asia.
Acumen has invested $20 million in 20
different enterprises, created 20,000 jobs, and
delivered services to tens of millions of
people.

Want to Help Africa? Do Business Here

●

“Each country has a unique value
proposition—You can make money; you can
lose money,” Naidoo said.

●

South Africa was voted as the top destination
for 1,000 UK-based companies‟ offshore call
centers.
Today, 16 African countries have sovereign
credit ratings, ranked by S&P and Moody‟s
& Fitch, and this number is growing steadily.

●

●

Goldman Sach‟s report “The Next 11”
identified Nigeria as assuming the position of
one of the top ten economies in the world by
2020.

●

In 2006, Kenya‟s stock exchange returned at
60 percent, Algeria at 40 percent, South
Africa at 20 percent.

For these videos and more visit:
www.ted.com

Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala, Nigeria’s first female finance
minister
●

●

A study by Economic Commission for Africa
showed a clear upward trend in governance
in 28 African countries.
Nigeria‟s telecom market is the secondfastest growing in the world, next to China‟s.
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